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1. Introduction 

Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods are very efficient algorithms 
to solve nonlinear programming problems. These methods can be obtained 
by applying Newton's method to find a stationary point of the Lagrangian 
function, and are therefore also referred to as the Lagrange-Newton method. 
The theory of local- convergence of SQP methods is fairly well developed for 
finite dimensional optimization problems (compare Fletcher 1987, Stoer 1985) . 

The SQP method resulting from the Lagrange-Newton method can be easily 
extended to infinite- dimensional optimization problems. For state constrained 
optimal control problems this method has been successfully implemented by 
Machielsen 1987. However, he does not give any results on convergence. For 
~~ptimization problems in Hilbert spaces with convex constraints an extension 
of Newton's method can be found in Levitin, Polyak 1966. Kelley, Wright 1990, 
analyzed an SQP method for equality constrained optimization problems in 
Hilbert spaces. In this special case a stationary point of the Lagrange function 
is defined by a system of equations only, and therefore the Lagrange-Newton 
method is equivalent to the ordinary Newton method to solve this system. 

For finite dimensional optimization problems the usual assumptions to show 
local quadratic convergence of the Lagrange-Newton method are linear inde
pendence of the gradients of binding constraints, a second- order sufficient op
timality condition, and strict complementary slackness (compare Stoer 1985), 
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where the last two assumptions can be replaced by a strong second-order op
timality condition, Fletcher 1987. It is well-known (Stoer 1985) that these are 
the standard assumptions for stability and sensitivity analysis of nonlinear pro
p;ramming problems (compare Fiacco 1983). This indicates that there is close 
relationship between stability of the problem to he solved and convergence of 
the Lagrange-Newton method. 

Instead of the original problem the Lagrange-Newton method solves a spe
cial quadratic optimization problem, which is a second-order approximation of 
the original problem and has the same solution as the original problem, if the 
standard assumptions mentioned above are satisfied. If we call this problem the 
reference problem, then the relationship to stability of optimization problems 
under perturbations arises from the fact· that the Lagrange-Newton iteration de
fines a sequence of quadratic optimization problems, ~hich can be interpreted 
as perturbations of the reference problem. Therefore, suitable stability results 
for perturbed optimization problems can be used to show local convergence 
of the Lagrange-Newton method. It seems that the first result of this type 
has been obtained in Robinson 1974, where a stability theorem for stationary 
points is used in the finite dimensional case to obtain rates of convergence for 
SQP methods. In Robinson 1980, Robinson proved a more general implicit
function theorem for strongly regular generalized equations. Applications to a 
Newton method for generalized equations can be found in Robinson 1983. 

Following the approach of Robinson 1974, and using th~ implicit-function 
theorem of Robinson 1980, local convergence of the Lagrange-Newton method 
for infinite-di~ensional optimization problems with nonlinear equality and in
equality constraints has been invesitgated in Alt 1990. In Alt 1991, Alt 1992, the 
convergence theory has been extended to more general classes of optimization 
problems. This theory can ·be applied to various optimization problems. _ For 
finite dimensional problems one obtains the well-known convergence results (see 
Section 3 of Alt 1990 and Example 6.1 of Alt 1992). For parameter estimation 
problems the assumptions used in Ito , Kunisch 1992 to investigate stability of 
solutions to such problems are sufficient to apply the convergence theory (see 
Example 6.4 in Alt 1992). 

In optimal control the convergence theory can only be applied to a restricted 
class of problems, where the cost functional is quadratic and the constraints 
are linear with respect to the control variable (see Section 5 of Alt 1990 and 
Examples •3.5 and 6.6 of Alt 1992). The reason is that, typically, optimal con
trol problems nonlinear in the control variable are differentiable in the £0>0-
norm, while the required second- order optimality condition holds only in the 
weaker L2-norm. This fact is known as two-norm discrepancy (see e.g. Maurer 
1981). Two-norm discrepancy creates serious difficulties in stability analysis 
of infinite dimensional optimization problems. We refer to Malanowski 1993B, 
Malanowski 1994, Malanowski 1993A, where stability results for such problems 
can be found. In the particular situation of optimal control problems with no 
state constraints two-norm discrepancy can be compensated for by regularity 
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results associated with the necessary conditions and the solution for the opti
mal control problem. The first results in this area were obtained by Hager 1990, 
who analysed convergence for multiplier methods. Local convergence results for 
the Lagrange-Newton method applied to nonlinear optimal control problems 
subject to control constraints are derived in Alt, Malanowski 1993. 

In Alt, Sontag, Troltzsch 1993 an SQP method for optimal control problems 
governed by a weakly singular Ham~erstein integral equation is considered. The 
convergence theory for these problems requires even a four-norm technique. 

In the present paper we investigate the same class of optimization problems 
as in Alt, Malanowski 1993. In Section 2 we prove local convergence of the 
Lagrange-Newton method adapting the implicit-function theorem of Robin
son 1980 to the special situation considered here. In this way we can derive an 
explicit bound for the radius of convergence of the method. In Section 3 this 
result is applied to a class of control problems with nonlinear cost, linear state 
equation and convex control constraints. Possible applications to perturbed and 
discretized control problems are indicated. 

Notation: The Frechet derivative of a map f is denoted by f', the partial 
Frechet derivative with respect to the variable x is denoted by a subscript x, 
e.~. fx · By Bx(x, r) we denote the closed ball with radius r around x in the 
"Pace X. Bx denotes the closed unit ball in the normed space X, and Ox 
Jenotes the zero element of X. For two Banach spaces Z and Y, L( Z, Y) will 
denote the space of linear continuous mappings from Z into Y supplied with 
the usual norm denoted by 11 · 11 z-+ Y . 

2. The Lagrange-Newton method 

We consider optimization problems in Banach spaces which can formally be 
described as follows . Let Z, Y be Banach spaces, n an open subset of Z, 
Cc Z, K c Y closed convex sets. Further let f: n-+ ~~ g: n-+ Y. Then we 
consider the optimization problem 

(P) Minimize f ( z) subject to z E C, g(z) E J{. 

Let V C z• and A C Y* be subspaces with dense and continuous embeddings, 
and denote 

X:= V X y' 
w := z X A, 

We assume that 

11( v, Y)llx := max{ llvllv, IIYIIY}, 
ll(z, .A)IIw := max{ llz!lz, 11..\IIA} · 

(A1) There exists a (local) solution z of (P). 
(A2) The mappings f, g are two times Frechet differentiable on n and 

f' ( z) E V , ..\ g' ( z) E V , 
f"(z) E L(Z, V), .>.g"(z) E L(Z, V) 
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for all z E 0 and all>. E A. Moreover, there exist constants r1 > 0 and 
CL > 0 such that · 

llf'(zl)- f'(z2)\\v ::; C£\\z1- z2\\z, 
1\{f"(zl)- f"{z2)){z)\lv ::; c£11z1- z2\lzllzllz, 
\\g'(zl)- g'(z2)llz-+Y ::; c£ilz;- z2llz, 
\l>.(g'(zl)- g'(z2))\lv ::; c£11.A\IAIIz1- z2liz, · 
l\>.(g"(z1)- g"(z2))Jiiz-+v::; C£ 11>.11AIIz1- z2llz, 
11(>.1- >.2)(g"(z))JIIz-+v::; C£ 11>.1- >.2\l.,-. 

for all z, z1, z2 E Bz(z, r1) and all>., )q, >.2 EA. 

REMARK. If Z and Y are Hilbert spaces, 1( = Z*, and A= Y*, then Assumption 
(A2) is satisfied, if f" and g11 are Lipschitz on Bz(z, r 1). 

A continuous linear functional· >. E Y* is called a Lagrange multiplier for 
z E Z, if 

(f'(z)- >. g'(z))(c- z) ~ 0 for all c E C, 

>.(y- g(z)) ~ 0 for all yE I<. 

For z E Z, >. E Y* the Lagrangian function is defined by 

£(z, >.) = f(z)- >.(g(z)). 

The following sequential quadratic programming method is a straightforward 
extension of Wilson's method (see Robinson 1974, Wilson 1963) to the infinite
dimensional Problem {P). 

{LNM): Having (zk, >.k), compute zk+1 to be the solution the quadratic opti
mization problem 

{QP)k MinzEZ f'(zk)(z- Zk) + ~Lzz(zk> >.k)(z- Zk, z- Zk) 
subject to z E C, g(zk) + g'(zk)(z- zk) E I<, 

and let Ak+1 be an associated Lagrange multiplier. 

This sequential quadratic programming method can be obtained by applying 
Newton's method to find a stationary point of the Lagrangian function, and is 
therefore referred to as the Lagrange-Newton method (compare Fletcher 1987, 
Alt 1990). 

In the following we want to give sufficient conditions such that the Lagrange-
N ewton method is locally well-defined and that the sequence of iterates ( Zk, Ak), 
k = 1, 2, ... , converges locally to {z, ~),where ~is a Lagrange multiplier associ
ated with z. As in Robinson 1974 and Alt 1990 we consider the Problems (QP)k 
as perturbed optimization problems depending on the parameter (zk, Ak), and 
we use stability results for such problems in the convergence analysis . 
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Let w = (zw, >.w) E W. Then we get a family of perturbed quadratic 
optimization problems 

(QP)w MinzEZ F(z, w) = f'(zw)(z- zw) + t.Czz(w)(z- Zw, z - Zw) 

subject to z E C, G(z, w) = g(zw) + g'(zw)(z- zw) E ]{, 

with w = (z, .A) defining the reference problem. Now define Wk = (zk, >.k) · Then 
the Problems (QP)k and (QP)wk are iaentical. Therefore, the Problems (QP)k 
can be interpreted as special perturbations of the Problem (QP)tii. 

REMARK. Let w = (zw,>.w) E W. Suppose Zw is a solution to (QP)w· Then a 
continuous linear functional >. E Y* is a Lagrange multiplier for Zw, if· 

(f' (zw) + Lzz(Zw, Aw )(zw - Zw)- >. g'(zw ))( C- Zw) ~ 0 

for all c E C, and 

>.(y - g(zw) - g'(zw)(zw - zw)) ~ 0 

for ally E K . The pair (zw, >.)is called a Kuhn-Tucker point for (QP)w. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

It is known from results of Robinson 1980, Robinson 1987 (compare also Alt 
1.990, Malanowski 1992) that the stability of solutions and Lagr<i'tnge multipliers 
of the Problems (QP)w with respect to the parameter w is closely related to 
stability with respect to the parameter p = (a, b) E X of the linear-quadratic 
optimization problem 

MinzEZ F(z, w)- a(z- z) 
sv.bject to z E C, G(z, z) - bE K. 

We now in~roduce t.he assumptions required for the convergence analysis. The 
first assumption concerns constraint regularity (see Robinson 1976). 
(A3) The local solution z is a regular point of the system 

zEC, g(z)EK, 
i.e., o E int{g(z) +g'(z)(z- z) - y 1 z E C, yE K}. 

Assumption (A3) implies the existence of a Lagrange multiplier .A E Y* associ
ated with i. We assume higher regularity of .A, namely 
(A4) _A E A. . 

As in Alt 1990, Alt 1991 and Malanowski 1992, Malanowski 1993B, our re
sults are based on an implicit-function theorem for generalized equations (The
orem 2.1 of Robinson 1980) . This · theorem requires Lipschitz continuity with 
respect to the parameter p of the solutions :<y and the Lagrange multipliers >.p 
of the Problems (QS)p . Therefore, we assume . . 
(A5) There exist a baH Bx (0, u) of radius 0' > 0 around 0 and a constant 

CQ > 0 such that for any p E Bx(O, a-) Problem (QS)p has a unique solu
tion zp and a unique associated Lagrange multiplier >.P with (zp, >.·p) E W 
and 

ll zp- zq ll z, II>.P - Aq ii A ~ cq liP - qllx 
f?r all p, q E Bx(O, u) . 
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REMARK. Assumption (A5) especially requires, that z0 = z i~ the unique solu
tion of (QS)0 and .A 0 = .X is the unique associated Lagrange multiplier. More
over, Assumption (A5) requires higher regularity of the Lagrange multipliers, 
since it assumes that the multipliers belong the space A. 

By Assumption (A5) we can define a Lipschitz continuous function of p 

Sq: Bx(O, a)--+ W, p ,___. (zp, .Ap), 

where Zp is the unique solution of (QS)p and Ap is the unique associated Lagrange 
multiplier. 

Define Wo = n X A. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in 
Robinson 1980, for w = (zw, .Aw), ~ = (z, .A) EX we define the function 

where 

£1(~, w) = f'(z)- .Ag'(z) + c •• (w)(z- z) 

- J' ( Zw ) + A g1 ( Zw ) - £ z z ( W) ( Z - Zw ) , 
£2(~, w) = g(zw) + g'(zw)(z- Zw)- g(z)- g1(z)(z- z). 

Analogous to Lemma 3.2 of Alt 1990 we show 

LEMMA 2.1 Suppose Assumption (A2) holds, and define 

Then 

llf(w, w)llx ~ Ctllw- wll~ 

for all w = (zw, .Aw) with Zw E Bz(z, r!) and Aw EA. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

PROOF. Let w = (zw,.Aw) E W with Zw E Bz(z,r1) and Aw EA. By the 
definition off we have 

£1 ( w, w) = f' (z)- f' (zw) - f" (zw )(z- Zw) + (.Aw - .X)g"(zw )(z- Zw) 

-.X (g'(z)- g'(zw)- g"(zw)(z- zw)) . 

By Assumption (A2) we therefore obtain 

CL - 2 -llf1(w, w)llv ~ 2(1 + II.AIIA)IIz- zw llz + cL!I.A- .AwiiA llz- zwl lz 

~ ctllw- wll~ . 
Again by the definition of f we have 

f2(w, w) = -g(z) + g(zw) + g1(zw)(z- zw)' 
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By Assumption (A2) we therefore obtain 

lll2(w, w)IIY ~ c; iiz- zwll~ ~ ctllw- wll~. 

This proves the assertion of the lemma. • 
Based on Assumption (A2) we further show analogous to Lemma 4.4 of Alt 

1992 

LEMMA 2.2 Suppose Assumption (A2) holds, and define 

r2 = min { 1, r1 , clQ + :~~jiiA)C£)!} . (2.5) 

Then 

lll(e, w)llx ~ (]' (2.6) 

for a//w = (zw,Aw),e = (z,A) E Bw(w,r2) . 

PROOF. Let w = (zw,Aw),e = (z,A) E Bw(w,r2) be given. By the definition 
of l we have 

£1(e, w) = j'(z)- f'(zw)- J"(zw)(z- Zw) + (f"(z)- J"(zw)) (z- z) 
-A (g'(z)- g'(zw)- g"(zw)(z- zw)) 

+A (g"(zw)- g"(z)) (zw- z) + (A- j) g"(z)(zw- z) 

+A (g"(zw)- g"(z)) (z- zw) + ( Aw- A) g"(zw)(z- zw). 

By Assumption (A2) we therefore obtain 

lll1(e, w)llv ~ c; llz- zw 11~ + cLiiz- zw llz llz- illz 

+ 
3~LIIAIIA llz- zwll~ + cL!iA -'AliA liz- zwllz 

+ cL!IAIIA llz- Zw llz llz- Zw llz + cLi!Aw -AliA llz- Zw llz · 
Since llz- Zw 11 ~ 2r2 and IIAIIA ~ 1 + II);IIA, we further obtain 

CL - 2 ll£1(e, w)llv ~ 2(10 + 7IIAIIA)r2 ~ (]'. 

Again by the definition of l we have 

£2(e, w) = g(zw)- g(z)- g1(z)(zw- z) + (g'(zw)- g'(z)(z- Zw). 

By Assumption (A2) we therefore obtain 
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Since ll z - zw ll z ~ 2r2 we further obtain 

5cL 2 II£2 (C w) II Y ~ 2r2 ~ (]' . 

This proves the assertion of the lemma. 

Finally, again based on Assumption (A2) we obtain 

LEMMA 2.3 Suppose Assumption (A2) holds, and define 

'' = min { 
1' '" 3(4 + II ~ I A)'L'Q} . 

Then 

2 
11 £(6, w) - £(6, w) ll x ~ -

3 
116 - 6 ll w 

CQ 

• 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

for al/6 = (z1,..\!),6 = (z2,..\2) E W with z1 , z2 E Bz(z,r1) and for all 
w = (zw, Aw) E Bw(w , r3) . 

PROOF. Let e1 = (z1,..\!),6 = (z2,..\2) E W with z1 , z2 E Bz(z ,r1) and 
w = (zw, Aw) E Bw(w, r3) be given . By the definition off we have 

£1 (6, w) - £1 (6, w) = (!" (z) - !" (zw )) (z1 - z2) + (..\1 - ..\2) (g' (zw) - g' (z)) 

+ ((.Aw - ~)g"(z) + Aw(g"(zw) - g" (Z))) (z1 - z2) . . 

By Assumption (A2) we therefore obtain 

ll £1(6, w) - £1(6, w) ll v ~ cL II z- zw ll z ll z1 - z2llz + cL!Iz - zw ll z ll..\1 - ..\2 II A 

+ cL II .Aw - ~ II A ll z1 - z2 ll z 

+ C£ ( lljiiA + 1) llz- zw llz llz1 - z2 ll z 

~ CL ( 4 + II~IIA) r3 11e1 - 6llw 

2 
~ -11e1- 6 ll w . 

3cQ 

Again by the definition off we have 

f2(e1, w) - £2(6 , w) = (g' (zw)- g' (z)(z1- z2). 

By Assumption (A2) we therefore obtain 

11£2(6) w)- £2(6, w) II Y ~ C£1 1zw - z ll z ll z1 - Z2l lz 

~ C£r3 11 z1 - z2 ll z 
2 

~ -116 - 6llw · 
3cQ 

This proves the assertion of the lemma. • 
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By Lemma 2.2, Sq(f(e, w)) is well-defined for all w = (zw, .Aw), e = (z, .A) E 
Bw(w, r2). Hence, for wE Bw(w, r2) we can define a mapping 

REMARK. Since f(w, w) =Ox we have Sw(w) = Sq(Ox) = w, i.e., w is a fixed 
point of Su,. 

Following the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Robinson 1980 we 
show 

THEOREM 2.4 Suppose Assumptions (A1)-(A5) are satisfied. Choose 

(2.9) 

Then there exists a single-valued function S: Bw ( w, r4) --> Bw ( w, r 4) such that 
for each wE Bw(w,r4), S(w) is the unique fixed point in Bw(w,r4) ofSw, and 

IIS(w)- wllw :S 3cq llf(w, w)llx :S 3cqctllw- wll~. (2.10) 

PROOF. Define 8 = ~cq, and choose any wE Bw(w, r4). ~y Lemma 2.1 and 
the definition of r 4 we have 

(2.11) 

Let 6 = (z1, .A1),6 = (z2, .A 2 ) E Bw(w, r4) be given. By Lemma 2.2, Assump
tion (A5) and Lemma 2.3 it follows that 

IISw(6)- Sw(6)llw = IISq(£(6, w))- Sq(£(6, w))llw 
:S cq ll£(6 ,w) -£(6,w)llx 

2 
:S 3ll6- 6llw · (2.12) 

Hence, Sw is strongly contractive on Bw(w, r4). Since w = Sq(f(w, w)) 
Sq(Ox) and Sw(w) = Sq(f(w, w)) we have by (2.11) 

IISw(w)- wllw :S CQ llf(w, w)llx :S ~r4, 
and therefore for any e E Bw(w,r4) by (2.12) 

IISw(e) - wllw :S IISw(e)- Sw(w)llw + IISw(w)- wllw 

:S ~ 11e - wllw + ~r4 :S r4 , . 

so that Sw is a self-map on Bw(w, r4). By the contraction principle, Sw has a 
unique fixed point S(w) E Bw(w, r4 ). Thus, we have established the existence 
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of the function S: Bw(w, r4 ) -+ Bw(w, r 4 ) . In addition, by the contraction 
principle for each ~ E Bw ( w, r 4 ) one has the bound 

(2.13) 

To obtain the bound (2.10), we take any wE Bw(w, r 4 ), and apply (2.13) with 
~ = w = S( w) to get 

IIS(w)- S(w)iiw :::; 3IISw(w)- S(w)iiw. 

If we now recall that £(w, w) =Ox, S(w) = Sw(S(w)) and employ the bound 

IISw(w)- S,;;(w)iiw = IISQ(£(w, w))- SQ(£(w, w))llw 

:::; CQ ll£(w', w)- £(w, w)iiw, 

we immediately obtain the first inequality of (2 .10). The second inequality 
follows from (2.4). • 

A simple computation shows that ~ = ( z, A) is a fixed point of Sw, i.e., 
~ = SQ(f(~, w) ), iff (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied, i.e., iff the pair ( z, A) is a Kuhn
Tucker point for (QP)w· Theorem 2.4 therefore shows that for wE Bw(w, r 4 ) 

there exists a unique Kuhn- Tucker point S(w) = (zw,5.w) E Bw(w,r4 ) of 
(QP)w. Since we are interested in solutions of (QP)w we additionally assume 

(A6) A sufficient optimality condition is satisfied such that if w E Bw ( w, r 5 ) 

then S( w) = ( Zw, 5.w) defines a global solution Zw of ( QP)w. 

By Theorem 2.4 we get 

THEOREM 2.5 Suppose Assumptions (A1)-(A6) are satisfied. Choose 

p = m in { r 4, r5} . (2 .14) 

Then for each wE Bw(w,p) there exist a unique solution Zw of (QP)w and a 
unique associated La grange multiplier 5.w, and 

ll(zw, ).w)- (z, ~)llw :::; 3CQ iif(w, w)llx:::; 3CQCtllw - wll~ · (2.15) 

In the same way as Theorem 3.3 in Alt 1990 we can now prove the following 
result on local quadratic convergence of the Lagrange-Newton method (LNM) . 

THEOREM 2.6 Suppose that Assumptions (A1)-(A6) are satisfied. Choose 

1 < min{p, -
1
-}. 

3CQCl 

Then 8 := 3cQCl/ < 1, and for any starting point wa E Bw ( w, 10) the Lagrange
Newton method generates a unique sequence {wk}, Wk = (zk, Ak) convergent 
to w. Moreo·:er, Zk is a global solution of Problem (QP)k, Ak is the unique 
associated Lagrange multiplier and 

llwk- wllw:::; !02
k-l' 

fork 2: 2. 
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PROOF. For k = 1 we get from Theorem 2.5 

llwt- wllw = IIS(wo)- S(w)llw 

::; 3cqce llwo- wll?v::; 3cqce("Y8)2 = ,83 = "Y82k-l . 
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Since 83 < 8 we get w1 E Bw ( w, 18), and since w1 = S( w0 ), w1 is uniquely 
determined. This proves the assertion fork = 1. Now, it follows by induction 

llwk+l- wallw = IIS(wk)- S(w)llw::; 3cqcellwk- wll?v 
2 2k+l 2 2k+l 1 

::; 3cqcn 8 - = 18 - . 

Since pk+'-t < 8 we get wk+l E Bw(w, 18), and since Wk+l = S(wk), Wk+l is 
uniquely determined. This completes the proof. • 

REMARK . Assumptions (A5) and (A6) are formulated here in a very general 
form. In each application they have to be verified, which is the most difficult 
step in the application of Theorem 2.6. Condition~ under which (A5) and (A6) 
are satisfied involve stronger constraint qualifications and strengthened second~ 
order sufficient optimality conditions. They are discussed e.g., in Alt 1990, Alt 
1991, Alt 1992, Hager 1990, Malanowski 1992, Malanowski 1993B, Malanowski 
1994, Malanowski 1993A. 

3. Optimal control problems with convex control 
constraints 

In this section we apply the convergence theory of Section 2 to a class of non
linear optimal control problems. For sake of simplicity, we only consider control 
problems with linear state equation and convex control constraints, but with 
nonlinear cost . A slightly more general class of control problems has been in
vestigated in Alt, Malanowski 1993. 

All needed stability results for the quadratic control problems defined by 
the Lagrange-Newton mHhod are taken from Hager's paper, Hager 1990, where 
they were used for the convergence analysis of multiplier methods. 

The following notation will be used: 
lRn is the n-dimensional Euclidean space with the inner product denoted by 

(x,y) and the norm lxl = (x,x)~. 
L2(0, T; IRn) is the Hilbert space of square integrable vector functions, with the 

inner product 

(x, y) = 1T (x(t), y(t)) dt, 

and the norm 
llxll2 = (x, x)~ · 

L00 (0, T; lRn) is the Banach space of essentially bounded vector functions with 
the norm 

ll x lloo = max esssup lxi(t)l· 
~ tE[O,T] 
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W 1,P(O, T; !Rn) are the Sobolev spaces of absolutely continuous functions with 
derivatives in LP(O, T; !Rn), p = 2, oo. 

In W 1 ,2 (0, T; !Rn) there is defined the inner product 

(x, y)!,2 = {x(O), y(O)} + (x, iJ), 

which induces the norm 
1 

!!x!h,2 = (x,x)f,2, 

whereas the norm in W 1'00 (0, T; !Rn) is given by 

llxlh,oo = max{!x(O)!, l!xl!oo}. 

The inner product (·, ·) will be extended by continuity to L00 (0, T; Rn) x 
(L 00 (0, T; !Rn))*, or to W 1

'
00 (0, T; Rn) x (W1'00 (0, T; !Rn))*. 

Let the space z = zl X z2 be defined by 

We consider the following optimal control problem: 

(0) Min(u,x)EZ1 xZ2 f(u,x) =iT f0(u(t),x(t))dt 

subject to 

x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) V't E [0, T], 

x(O) = xo, 
u(t) E U V't E [0 , T], 

(3 .16) 

where / 0(-, ·) : !Rm X Rn -> IR, A E L00 (0, T; Rnxn), B E L00 (0, T; !Rmxn), 
U C !Rm is nonempty, closed and convex, and Xo is the given initial state. 

In order to put Problem (0) in the general framework of Section 2, we further 
define 

Y = £00(0, T; !Rn)' 
C= {(u,x) E Z I x(O) = xo, u(t) E U for a.a. t E [O,T]} , 

and g : Z -> Y by 

g(u, x) = x- Ax- Bu . 

Along with the spaces z and y we define z = zl X z2 and y by 

Z1 = L2(0, T; Rm), Z2 = W1
'
2(0, T; Rn), Y = L2(0, T; Rn). (3 .17) 

The spaces V and A introduced in Section 2 are defined as follows: 

V= L00 (0, T; Rm) x L00 (0, T; Rn), A= W1
'
00 (0, T; Rn). 

It is assumed tha~: 
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(B1) There exists a (local) solution (u, x) of (0). 
(B2) jD(-, ·) is two times Frechet differentiable in all arguments, and the re-

spective derivatives are locally Lipschitz continuous. 
Certainly, by (B1) and the linearity of the state equation, Assumption (A1) of 
Section 2 is satisfied. It is easy to see that, by the definition of the spaces V 
and A and by (B2), Assumption (A2) holds for arbitrary r 1 > 0, where C£ of 
course depends on the choice of r1. In view of the definition of r 2 and r 3 we 
choose r 1 = 1. 

We are going to introduce some regularity conditions. Let us start with the 
constraint qualifications. Let us put 

w = (u, x, .A) E W = Z x A, 

Further, we define subs paces Zo C Z and Zo C Z by 

Zo = {(u, x) E Z I x(O) = 0}, Zo = {(u, x) E Z I x(O) = 0}, 

and the mapping S E L( Z0 , Y) n L( Zo, Y) by 

S(0',~) = ~- A(w)~- B(w)O'. 

It is well-known that the mapping S is surjective (see e.g. Girsanov 1972). 
Hence, in particular Assumption (A3) of Section 2 is satisfied. 

Let us define the Lagrangian associated with (0): 

.c : z X Y* -+ IR ' 

.C(u, x, .A)= f(u, x, h)+ (A, x- Ax- Bu) . 

It is also well-known (see e.g. Girsanov 1972) that there exists a unique La
grange multiplier 

(3.18) 

associated with ( u, x) such that the following stationarity conditions hold: 

~(t) + A(tf~(t)- f~ (u(t), x(t)) = o, ~(T) = o, 
and for a.a. t E [0 , T] 

(t~ (u(t), x(t))- B(t)T ~(t))) (u- u(t)) ~ o VuE u. 
Note that (A4) is satisfied by (3.18). 

For the sake of simplicity let us denote 

.C := .C(u,x)), 

and introduce for w = (u, x, .A) E W the Hamiltonian 

H(w(t)) = f 0 (u(t), x(t))- (.A(t), A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)). 

According to Assumption (8) in Hager 1990, in addition to (B1)-(B2) we assume 
the following coercitivity condition: 
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(B3) There exists a 1 > 0 such that 

( [UT, xT], [~"" ~ux] [u]) 
Cxu Cxx X 

= ( [uT(t),xT(t)] [1iuu(~(t)) 1iux(w(t))] [u(t)] dt 
} 0 1ixu(w(t)) 1ixx(w(t)) x(t) 

for all pairs ( u, x) E Z satisfying 

u = u1- u2 for some u1,u2 E U, 

x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) 'V't E [0, T], 
x(O) = 0. 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

REMARK. Because of the linearity of the state equation we have 

[
1-l,.,.(w(t)) 1iux(w(t))] = (!2 .. (w(t)) J2x(w(t))] 
1ixu(w(t)) 1ixx(w(t)) f~ .. (w(t)) f~x(w(t)) 

To apply the Lagrange-Newton method to (0) we construct the following 
linear-quadratic optimal control problems depending on the parameter w = 
(uw, xw, Aw) corresponding to problem (QP)w of Section 2: 

where 

(OQ)w Min(u,x)EZ,xZ2 i(u,x,w)= 1T j 0 (u(t),x(t),w)dt 

subject to 

x(t) = A(t)(x(t)- xw(t)) + B(t)(u(t)- uw(t)) 'V't E [0, T), 

x(O) = xo, 

u(t) E U V't E [0, T], 

j 0 (x(t), u(t), w(t)) = 
= {!2(uw(t), Xw(t)), u(t)- Uw(t)) + {!~(uw(t), Xw(t)), x(t)- Xw(t)) 

+ ~ [u(t)- Uw(t)l T[J2,.(w(t)) f2x(w(t))][u(t)- uw(t)l · 
2 x(t)- Xw(t) f~ .. (w(t)) f~x(w(t)) x(t)- Xw(t) 

By (iiw,xw) we denote a solution to (OQ)w- It is easy to see that by Assump
tion (B3) we have 

(u,v,x,n) = (u,x). 

In the Lagrange-Newton iterative procedure we put in (OQ)w, w := Wk, com
pute the solution (uk+l, Xk+l) of (OQ)wk as well as the corresponding Lagrange 
multiplier AA:+l and put wk+l = (uk+l, Xk+l, AHl)· 
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For a given value of the parameter p = (au, a.,, b) EX = V :< Y we define 
the auxiliary linear-quadratic optimal control problem (OS)p corresponding to 
(QS)p of Section 2: 

(OS)p Mincu,z)EZtXZ2 i(u, x,p) = 1T [j0 (u(t), x(t), w)-

- (au(t), u(t)- u(t))- (a.,(t), x(t)- x(t))] dt 
subject to 

x(t) = A(t)(x(t)- x(t)) + B(t)(u(t)- u(t))- b(t) Y't E [0, T], 

x(O) = xo, 

u(t) E U Y't E [O,T). 

It is easy to see that by Assumption (B3) Problem (OS)o has the unique solution 
(u, x). 

Let Pi = (a~,a~,bi) EX, i = 1,2, be given, and denote by (ui,Xi,Ai), 
i = 1, 2 the corresponding solutions and Lagrange multipliers. In order to 
estimate llu1- u2ll2 we apply Lemma 1 of Hager 1990 regarding the state as an 
affine function of the control. Let x = L(y) be the unique solution to 

x = Ax + y, x(O) = 0, 

and denote by ~0 the unique solution to 

x = Ax, x(O) = xo . 

Then the unique solution to the state equation of Problem (OS)p for p =Pi is 

X= L(-Ax + B(ui- u)- b;) +~o. 

The Problems (OS}p are special cases of Problem (13) in Hager 1990. Therefore, 
in the same way as· in Hager 1990 we obtain 

a1llu1- u2ll2 :S 11 {f2.,(u, x) + BT LT f~.,(ii, x)) (b1- b2) 
+ BT LT(a;- a;)+ a~- a~ll2. (3.21) 

From this, the state equation and the adjoint equation we then obtain by stan
dard proof techniques the following result (see e.g. Hager 1990). 

LEMMA 3.1 Suppose Assumptions (B1)-(B3) are satisfied. Then there is a con
stant c1 > 0 such that 

llu2- u1ll2 + llx2- x1lh,2 + II.A2- .A1lh,2 
:S a!1t1 (lla~- a~ll2 + lla;,- a;ll2 + llb2- b1ll2) (3.22) 

for all p; = (a~,a~, b;) EX, i = 1, 2. 
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REMARK. By (3.21) the constant c1 only depends on f~x(u, x), f~x(u, x), B, 
and L. More precisely, 

where ll·lloo den~tes the operator norm for these mappings regarded as operators 
from L2 to L2, respectively to W1•2. Moreover, by Assumption (B2) c1 is a 
Lipschitz continuous function of its arguments. 

Inequality (3.22) is too weak to obtain Assumption (AS) of Section 2. Ac
cording to (15) in Hager 1990 we therefore assume in addition to (B3): 

(B4) There exists a2 > 0 independent oft such that 
(u, 1iuu(w(t))u) = (u, f2u (u(t), x(t)) u) 2: a2iul2 

for all u = u1- u2 with u1, u2 E U, and all t E [0, T]. 

·In the same way as in Hager 1990 we obtain from Assumption (B4) 

LEMMA 3.2 Suppose Assumptions (B1)-(B4) are satisfied. Then there is a con
stant c2 > 0 such that 

for all Pi= (a~, a~, bi) EX, i = 1, 2. 

REMARK. Again by (3.21) and Assumption (B2) 

is a Lipschitz continuous function of its arguments. 

Finally, from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain in the same way as in Hager 
1990 

LEMMA 3.3 Suppose Assumptions (B1)-(B4) are satisfied. Then there is a con
stant c, 

which is a Lipschitz continuous function of its arguments such that 

llu2- u1lloo + llx2- x1 III,oo + IIA2- .X1III,oo 
~ a11a21c (Jiat- a~lloo + ila;- a;lloo + llb2- bllloo) 

for all Pi= (a~, a~, bi) EX, i = 1, 2. 
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:6y Lemma 3.3, Assumption (A5) of Section 2 is satisfied with 

(3.23) 

and O" > 0 arbitrary. Let Ct be defined by (2.3), i.e., 

Then Ct is a Lipschitz continuous function of II~IIA· The radius r2 is defined by 
(2.5). Since O" > 0 is arbitrary and r 1 = 1 we can choose r 2 = 1. Then .by (2.7) 
r 3 is defined by 

The radius r4 defined by (2.9) is therefore given by 

In order to apply Theorem 2.6 we still have to verify Assumption (A6). But 
it follows from Lemma 5 in Hager 1990 (see also Lemma 5.3 in Malanowski 
1993B) that the sufficient optimality condition (3.20) is satisfied for all w in 
some neighborhood of w. Hence, if (B1)-(B4) are satisfied, then all assumptions 
of Theorem 2.6 hold, and by this theorem w~ obtain the following result on local 
quadratic convergence of the Lagrange-Newton method. 

THEOREM 3.4 Suppose that Assumptions (Bl)-(B4) are satisfied. Choose 

p < min{r4, rs}, 

and 

'Y < min{p, -
3 

1 
} . 

CQCL 

Then 6 := 3cQCl/ < 1, and for any starting point wo E Bw ( w, 16) the Lagrange
Newton method generates a unique sequence {wk}, Wk = (uk, Xk, Ak) convergent 
tow. Moreover, (uk, xk) is a global solution of Problem (QP)k, Ak is the unique 
associated Lagrange multtplier and 

fork 2: 2. 
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REMARK. Theorem 3.4 gives an explicit estimate of the radius of convergence 
for the Lagrange-:Newton method. However, we want to emphasize that for 
concrete optimal control problems it is unlikely that this theoretical bound can 
be explicitly computed. Nevertheless, the result is very usefull if we replace 
the original control problem (0) by a discretized problem or by a perturbed 
problem. Since the constant c of Lemma 3.3 is a Lipschitz continuous function 
of its arguments, the constant CQ defined by (3.23) is a Lipschitz continuous 
function of the same arguments. Since cl is a Lipschitz continuous function of 
IIAIIA, it follows that 

r4 = r4 (ll!~.,(u, x)lloo, IIJ2.,(u, x)iloo, IIBIIoo, IILIIoo, n>:IIA) 

is a Lipschitz continuous function of its arguments. This fact can be used . to 
show, that for suitable discretizations or sufficiently smooth perturbations of the 
original problem, the radius of convergence r for the Lagrange-Newton method 
to compute the solution of the discretized or the perturbed problem changes 
Lipschitz continuously with the discretization or perturbation parameter. 
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